Synaptics to Participate in the 2012 Mobile World Congress Electronics Show
Industry Leader to Demonstrate the Latest in Capacitive Touch Solutions
SANTA CLARA, Calif., Feb. 21, 2012 /PRNewswire/ -- Synaptics Incorporated (NASDAQ: SYNA), a leading developer of human
interface solutions for mobile computing, communications and entertainment devices, today announced that the company will
have its latest capacitive touch solutions on display at the 2012 Mobile World Congress (MWC) show in Barcelona, Spain.
Synaptics' product demos will include the ClearPad™ Series 2, ClearPad Series 3 sensor
-on-lens, in-cell and on-cell solutions,
as well as ClearPad Series 4, the world's first integrated Touch and Display Driver IC solution. In addition, the industry leading
Design Studio™ 4 (DS4),
Synaptics' ClearPad development tool embedded with patented SignalClarity™ Technology, will be
on display along with the ClearPad 7300, the industry's first high-performance, single-ASIC solution for the tablet market.
With more than one billion capacitive touch solutions shipped to date, Synaptics is well positioned as the "touch" industry expert
with the proven system level engineering experience needed to implement advanced touch technologies across Android and
other operating systems. As a Microsoft co-engineering partner, Synaptics works closely with the Windows ecosystem to
develop solutions that maximize Microsoft's "Touch First" experience in Windows 8-based products for both the PC and mobile
markets.
Synaptics' high-performance capacitive touch solutions will also be on display at MobileFocus Global 2012, an invitation-only
media event on Monday, February 27, which will be held at the five-star Rey Juan Carlos Hotel in central Barcelona from 7:00
p.m. to 10:00 p.m. Synaptics will exhibit its latest solutions in Hospitality Suite 4.7HS39 from February 27 through March 1, by
appointment. Customers and ecosystem partners are encouraged to contact their Synaptics representative to schedule a
product demonstration.
For up-to-the-minute Synaptics news, follow @SynaCorp on Twitter. For more information on Synaptics' products and solutions
please visit www.synaptics.com.
About Synaptics
Synaptics delivers intelligent touch solutions for intelligent devices. As a leading developer of human interface solutions for the
mobile computing, communications and digital home entertainment markets, Synaptics solutions enhance the user experience.
The ClearPad™ touchscreen product family supports devices ranging from entry
-level mobile phones to tablets. The
TouchPad™ family, including ClickPad™, is integrated into the majority of today's notebook PCs.
Synaptics has shipped over
one billion capacitive touch solutions to date. (NASDAQ: SYNA) www.synaptics.com.
Synaptics, ClearPad, TouchPad, Design Studio, Signal Clarity and the Synaptics logo are trademarks of Synaptics in the United
States and/or other countries. All other marks are the property of their respective owners.
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